In the living room, Bernhardt swivel chairs
gather around a petrified wood–topped table by
Palecek. White walls provide a simple backdrop
for a sculpture by local artist Cordell Taylor, and
dark-framed windows capture mountain views.
Opposite Page: Scott Jaffa designed the
home’s modern front door and surrounding
windows to flood the entry with light and views.
Kristin Rocke conceived a split-log bench with
Lucite legs that performs like art in the space.
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Modern
Translation
In Park City, Scott Jaffa and Kristin Rocke
team to create a fresh vision of modern
mountain style.
BY Brad mee

Photos by scot Zimmerman
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Above: Scott Jaffa, principal of Jaffa Group in Park City
Left: The modern home features a palette of materials
and exterior colors that anchor it to its mountain setting.
Below: Rocke maintained a low height and comfortable
scale with furnishings that don’t obstruct or compete
with the great room’s views. A Bernhardt sofa and
mohair-covered chairs contrast with a pair of custom
dark mirrored cocktail tables.
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ho claims that mountains and modern design don’t mix? Who
says that in Park City, bigger and bulkier is best, or that white
isn’t right? Certainly not architect Scott Jaffa or interior designer
Kristin Rocke. These pros teamed to create a hilltop home in the
Colony community that is as surprising as it is spectacular.
Jaffa, principal of Jaffa Group in Park City, used the wooded
lot as inspiration for his design of the unique ski-in/ski-out
residence. He created a soaring roof that opens to views and
used shiplap siding to soften the architecture and establish
horizontal lines that visually link the house to the property’s
grade. Jaffa utilized stone covered with lichen and moss to
anchor the dwelling and help organize its sections. Corrugated
metal serves as an aesthetic connector between the garage
and the main house, and sculpture-like wood-framed columns
encase metal railings. The house’s exterior colors mimic those
of the surrounding aspen bark and scrub oak to help nestle it
into its site. “Every element in a house is a design opportunity,”
Jaffa says. “You don’t want to leave anything to chance.” His

comprehensive approach to design and building is broadcast
loud and clear inside the home as well.
The light-filled entry ousts any thoughts that this may be
a typical mountain home. A contemporary composition of
untrimmed windows and a single door inset with horizontal
glass panes opens to a space performing less as a foyer than
as a vantage point where guests catch first sight of the mountain views filling the great room beyond. “People stop dead in
their tracks the minute they walk into the entry and gape out
onto the hill,” Rocke says. To fully capture the million-dollar
panorama, Jaffa curved the roof on the back of the house and
positioned decks at the home’s ends rather than in the center.
“Decks off the middle of the house would have interrupted
the views,” he explains.
Common rather than private spaces occupy the majority of
the 6,800-square-foot home, which is modest by Colony standards, Jaffa says. He devoted much of the interior to living areas,
less for bedrooms, and none for space-wasting hallways. “I put

The great room’s stone
fireplace, chamcha wood–
topped dining table,
horizontally grained
kitchen cabinets by
Peppertree, and La Dolce
Vita quartzite backsplash
and countertops infuse
natural patterns and
textures into the interior.
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Above: “Neon brights energize the space,” says
Rocke of the lower-level family room. Thick Lucite
encloses knotted rope in tables paired with macassar
ebony chairs by Bolier and a wool rug by Feizy.
Above Left: A Boucle swivel chair by Organic
Modern sits in front of an abalone limestone and
steel framed fireplace.
Left: A Hubbardton Forge light fixture hangs above
a pool table featuring brushed aluminum legs and
ebony-finished rails.
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the square footage where people use it; we don’t live and entertain in bedrooms and bathrooms.” Jaffa integrated expected
features in a condensed format. In the wide-open great room,
for example, multiple sitting areas help boost the functionality.
A wet bar, pantry and working area merge in the nearby kitchen
and a curved, single-level island performs double duty as a
counter and breakfast bar for the kitchen and dining areas. “This

house lives larger than it is because of the absence of extraneous
rooms and the way it flows,” Rocke says.
A narrow palette of materials and colors unifies interior
spaces and defines the décor. “Architecture is all about contrast
and balance,” says Jaffa who juxtaposed dark wire-brushed oak
floors with smooth white walls. He also painted the window
frames black to replicate steel and clad both fireplaces in stone
summe r 2 0 1 5
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DETAIL DRIVEN
1. Open space, shots of color, and streamlined
cabinets and benches define the boot room.

2. The kitchen’s curved island adds subtle
movement to the room and makes it easier for
people seated at the counter to socialize.

3. Crema Europa limestone floors and custom steel
railing anchored with sculptural newel posts help
shape the entry space’s modern style.

4. Hubbardton Forge pendants hang above a bar
furnished with iconic Harry Bertoia barstools.
Glass shelves mounted on vertical cables appear
to float in front of the back wall’s dimensional tile.

5. To enclose outdoor decks, Jaffa designed woodframed columns that encase metal railings.

6. A sectional designed by Paola Navone for Crate
& Barrel furnishes a large deck overlooking
wooded views.
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to connect the interior with its natural surroundings. “One of
the hardest parts of my job is being an editor,” says Jaffa, who
admits he errs on the side of simplicity. For this reason, he recruited Rocke to select furnishings, rugs and wall coverings that
help soften and shape the interior’s contemporary design.
“People are unshackling themselves from strict ideas of what
mountain style is about,” Rocke says. “Today, they want to live with
clean and modern design but in a mountain location.” She responded to this desire in the great room by composing a mix of fabrics and low-profile furnishings that define and delineate the open
space without detracting from the views. “The clean-lined forms
and the contrasting colors make them work together,” says Rocke,
who fostered Jaffa’s consistent interplay of light and dark with her
selections. “The dialogue is compelling and interesting. If this room’s
furnishings were beige-on-beige, the effect would be too subtle,” she
explains. For more drama, Rocke gave both levels daring shots of
bold color, organic materials, sparkling Lucite and spirited wallpaper.
“All the details reinforce why one home feels better than
another home,” Jaffa explains. Rocke agrees. “This house feels
fresh and current,” she says. “The look is unexpected.” As for
the reaction to the out-of-the box design, Rocke adds, “People
are so excited to know that they can create and live with this
kind of style in Utah’s mountains.” USD

Above: Jaffa designed
modestly sized bedrooms,
leaving more space for the
living areas. In the master
suite, large windows and
streamlined furnishings
foster a roomy and
inviting feel.
Left: In the stunning
master bathroom, a shapely
Hydrosystems Logan
tub sits on a floor of
Cobsa’s Times Square
Mosaic marble.
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